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Political education in the constituency  
 
Introduction 
 

Political education is an important element in developing and maintaining our 

activities and commitments as members of the Labour party. This booklet is 

part of a resource pack produced by the constituency to meet our political 

education needs. It is an introduction to areas that might be of interest to ‘old’ 

as well as ‘new’ members – and perhaps answer questions about the party, 

how it is organised and how it functions. It also introduces some important 

and on-going debates within the party and how Labour politics might engage 

with the public. 

 

The idea behind a political education resource pack is that it will develop and 

grow as themes and topics are addressed within the constituency. This 

resource pack is available online to all members.  

 

Political education will be made available through information sheets, talks, 

discussions and other forms of communication. It is organised at branch and 

constituency level. This booklet outlines the constituency’s approach to 

political education, makes suggestions for future activity and provides some 

basic material. If you have further ideas about the delivery or content of 

political education – please contact chris@westjesmond.myzen.co.uk  

 

Much political education will occur when attending Labour party meetings or 

receiving online information at home, such as this booklet. In many ways it is 

an antidote to the mainstream media, which to say the least has not been kind 

to the Labour party and even less so to the wider labour movement. But 

political education is about more than this. We are doing political education, 

not just politics when attending rallys, taking part in protests, on picket lines, 

when out leafleting and canvassing, talking and listening to the public. So 

what is the difference between doing politics and doing political 

education? I suspect the difference is a subtle one but the latter involves a 

greater degree of consideration and reflection. In a way political education is a 

two way process particularly when we are engaged in talking to workmates 

and neighbours, friends and family members. It is a two-way process because 

we are both offering ideas and sometimes guidance to others and at the same 

time in that process, learning from and about, them. We might want to do 

political education by finding out more about national and international political 

structures, facts about the NHS or all there is to know about the labour 

movement for example. But we are also doing political education by engaging 

with people in everyday situations and spaces – home, work and places of 

mailto:chris@westjesmond.myzen.co.uk
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leisure. Knowledge is important, but so is talking, listening and most 

importantly observing - then reflecting on people and politics. Bertold Brecht 

the poet and playwright put it this way: ‘From observation comes knowledge. 

But knowledge is needed to observe.’ 

 
Political education material 
 
Political education material can be placed in two categories. First up is the 

history and political structure of the Labour party: how it came into being; how 

it is constituted; and how it works. We need to keep in mind how the party 

works as an expression of socialist thought and how socialist policy can be 

formulated and carried into government and democratic institutions. This  can 

include the state institutions that facilitate (others might argue, limit) 

democracy - such as councils, assemblies and parliaments. Second, political 

education can include the exploration and discussion of ideas and policies – 

from what we believe in to what we think we should do as as a party. Ideas 

and policy are not something ‘handed down’ from the central heights of the 

party but can be created by labour party members in response to their own 

and other’s everyday experiences.  

 

Political education should feed into developing campaigns particularly at the 

local branch and constituency levels. For instance the Hexham branch has 

highlighted the way wider changes to the health sytem have impacted on the 

local health service. This is being developed as a way of framing public 

discussion on NHS funding and privatisation. Campaigns in support of  

Hexham hospital and local GP surgeries, not to mention challenges to the pay 

cap creating misery for many local low paid health workers, have been at the 

centre of discussion. This brings party members into contact with the wider 

public at the point where socialist understanding and policy can intervene in 

the struggle to maintain and improve a health service founded on socialist 

values. 

  

Political education is something we are involved in most of the time – 

reflecting and responding to the latest developments or the way the media 

conveys political ideas. Quite often this is done as part of our everyday 

reflection on the world, not necessarily when we are conscious of ‘doing 

political education’. But political education can be orgainsed as more 

structured, but still informal,  sessions comprised of talks and discussions. 

These can be held at constituency or branch meetings. Agendas are often full 

and if visiting speakers are to be invited, enough time needs to be allocated 

well in advance. This isn’t always easy, but can be done. I guess it is 

prefarable to engage in a discussion led by someone with expertise in a 

subject than to be subject to a one way flow of information. For instance 

Diana Carney of Bywell Parish Council has led a session for Bywell branch on 
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the function and organisation of parish councils. It may be possible for Diana 

and myself to visit branches and organise a similar discussion. About 40 mins 

or so would seem to be about the right time to allocate. It may be possible to 

invite others with special expertise and prepared material to your branch 

meetings. It might also be useful to hold political education sessions at 

constituency level. Professor John Fenwick recently led a discussion at Bywell 

on devolution and the north east. It may be possible to do something similar at 

constituency level. Please contact me if you would like to make suggestions 

or simply to discuss political education issues. Please email Chris - 

chris@westjesmond.myzen.co.uk or telephone 01661854450. 

 

For anyone particularly interested in the subject of political education - 
there are further notes on planning, creating content and considering delivery 
of political education on page 36 at the end of this pack. The notes you will 
find there were used as the background to discussion about the nature of 
political education and how it should be delivered at the Bywell branch when it 
was refounded in 2016. The notes may be of use if you are considering a 
discussion on the subject at your local branch. 
 
 

 
How the party works – starting point  

 
This diagram shows Woolsington branch as part of the neighbouring 

Newcastle North constituency as an example of how a Labour party branch 

mailto:chris@westjesmond.myzen.co.uk
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works. But north east constituencies are changing as part of the boundary 

review and the current Hexham constituency of which your branch is a part 

may well change shape before the next election. If you would like to know 

more about this please follow the link 
http://boundarycommissionforengland.independent.gov.uk/2018-review/ 

 

By clicking on the link below you will find a more detailed explanation of how 

the Party works - from branch meetings to the organisation of constituency 

labour parties (CLPs) and the national executive committee (NEC). This has 

been created by the trade union – UNITE. The relationship between trade 

unionism and the Labour party is essential and all party members are advised  

not only to be trade union members but where possible to be active members 

of their union.  
https://www.unitetheunion.org/uploaded/documents/Guide%20to%20Labour%20Party

%20Structures11-27580.pdf 

 

The party’s own web site offers a similar explanation of the make-up of the 

party but with special emphasis on the current make-up of the NEC and its 

various subcommittees. You can find it here - 
http://www.labour.org.uk/pages/how-we-work 

 

County council elections were held on May 4th 2017. If you would like to know 

more about the outcome in this region or about the previous council elections 

in 2013 - such as candidates, party allegiance or election statistics in your 

own or other wards in the constituency, go to the local authority web site 

which carries this information. A useful starting point is - 
http://www.northumberland.gov.uk/Councillors/Vote.aspx 

 

Hexham Labour increased its vote in the recent general election (June 2017) 

and as in 2015 came second to the Tory incumbent. Labour is now well 

placed to mount a serious challenge at the next election, which may be 

sooner rather than later. Much discussion and debate will take place on how 

this is best achieved. If you would like to peruse voting figures and 

percentages please go to – 
http://www.northumberland.gov.uk/Councillors/Vote.aspx 

 

 
Guide to the Labour Party and how it works  
                                               (compiled by Derek Gunby) 
 
Brief History 

The history of the Labour Party can be traced to 1900 when a Conference 

was called by the TUC in pursuance of a resolution passed the previous year 

to seek independent working class representation in Parliament. Some 70 

http://boundarycommissionforengland.independent.gov.uk/2018-review/
https://www.unitetheunion.org/uploaded/documents/Guide%20to%20Labour%20Party%20Structures11-27580.pdf
https://www.unitetheunion.org/uploaded/documents/Guide%20to%20Labour%20Party%20Structures11-27580.pdf
http://www.labour.org.uk/pages/how-we-work
http://www.northumberland.gov.uk/Councillors/Vote.aspx
http://www.northumberland.gov.uk/Councillors/Vote.aspx
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organisations with 129 delegates attended covering the main Trade Unions, 

the Independent Labour Party (formed in 1892), the Social Democratic 

Federation (a Marxist Party formed in 1881) and the Fabian Society (formed 

in 1884). All these organisations were represented on the first Executive 

Committee of the first stage of the Labour Party, which was then called, The 

Labour Representation Committee (LRC). 

 

 
 
The LRC gained its first Labour MPs in 1900 when Keir Hardie and Richard 

Bell were elected. In 1906 the LRC won 29 MPs and from that time on 

referred to itself as the Labour Party. Throughout this period and up until 

1918 the Labour Party was not a membership organisation but continued as a 

collection of affiliated Parties and groups. In 1918 the Party adopted a 

comprehensive Constitution and thereby re-organised itself into a modern 

membership based party but retained the affiliation status of Trade Unions 

and other socialist groups and societies. It also adopted a new constitution 

based on socialist aims and published a manifesto - Labour and the New 

Social Order - which advocated nationalisation of industry and the 

redistribution of wealth. The Labour Party won 63 seats in the 1918 election. 

 

Most of the changes to the 1918 Constitution occurred after New Labour took 

control in the 1994. The main changes have been first, to abandon a clear 

commitment to socialism (the old Clause IV) and adopt vaguer statements of 

democratic socialist values. The second key change has been to reduce the 

History of the Labour Party 

Formation 

In 1900 the Labour Representation Committee was formed, and in 1906 it changed 

its name to the Labour Party. It was made up of a collection of groups including: 

The 
Independent 

Labour Party 
(ILP)  

 
a small political 

party founded in 

1893 
 

 

Trade unions 
 

who wanted to 
be represented 

in Parliament  

 

 

Revolutionary 
socialists 

 
including the 

Socialist League 
and the Social 

Democratic 

Federation 
(SDF) 

The Fabians   
 

intellectuals 
who favoured 

the gradual 
introduction of 

socialism 
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power of the Trade Unions as affiliated organisations of the Labour Party. The 

third key change has been to widen the base for the election of the Leader 

and Deputy Leader of the Party by creating a new category of registered 

supporters who, along with members may vote in these elections on the basis 

of one person one vote. That said, the Labour Party remains a membership 

organisation with a number of affiliated organisations, including most of the 

Trade Unions. 

 

The way the Labour Party is organised. 

The organisation of the Labour Party is set down in its Rule Book, which 

establishes the Constitutional Rules and Ways of Operating and is amended 

from time to time by Annual Conference. It is long and complicated. The best 

way to navigate it might be to start at the bottom and work our way up. The 

following diagram seeks to show the way it works at the base. 

 

Members, Supporters and Branches 
 
 

 
 

 
                                  

Vote in Leadership 
Elections 

 
    

 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
Members 

Full members of the Labour Party are those that enjoy full rights to participate 

in all the affairs of the Labour Party, in accordance with the rules and who pay 

their subscription direct to the Labour Party.  

 

Affiliated Supporters 

Affiliated supporters are individuals who belong to an organization that is 

affiliated to the Labour Party. They may be members of an affiliated trade 

union, co-operative society, or socialist society. If they belong to an affiliated 

trade union they must pay the political levy and register as an affiliated 

supporter, acknowledging their acceptance of Labour aims and values. 

 

Individual Members 
 
 
 

 
Branches 

 

 
Constituency Labour Party (CLP) 

Registered 
Supporters 

 

Affiliated 
Supporters 
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Affiliated Supporters are entitled to attend all-member meetings of the Labour 

Party and be attached to a CLP and to vote in leadership elections. Local 

parties can access their details on the Member Centre in order to invite them. 

They are not able to represent the Labour party or to participate in the election 

of party representatives – with the exception of primaries and leadership 

ballots – unless they join as full members. Affiliated Supporters also have an 

individual vote in Labour Party leadership elections and, if they are on the 

electoral register in London, the Primary for Labour’s candidate for London 

Mayor. Unlike Registered Supporters, Affiliated Supporters will not be 

required to pay a fee to participate in these selections because their Affiliated 

Supporter status covers this.  

 

 

 

 

 
 
 

 
Hexham constituency members and supporters,  

Prudhoe - election day June 8 2017  
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Constituency Labour Party (CLP) 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 

  
     
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 

The Constituency Party membership 

Each member and affiliated supporter is technically a member of the CLP and 

entitled to attend meetings. But in most cases CLPs are organised for voting 

and decision purposes into General Committees that comprise delegates from 

the branches, various linked groups and affiliated organisations (shown in 

green above).  

 

The General Committee of the CLP 

Most CLPs are organised on the basis of delegate representation to a 

General Management Committee, these days just called the General 

Committee (GC) or General Meeting (GM). But it is open to CLPs to adopt 

other structures of organisation. They can, for instance opt to have all-

member meetings to act as the GM.  

 

For most practical purposes the GM is the main vehicle for action and 

decisions on a CLP wide basis and is the route to the higher levels of the 

Party such as the Regional bodies and the Annual Conference.  

 

Delegates to CLP 

Branches: Delegates are elected on the basis of a ratio of the delegates to the 

number of members as at December the 31st in the preceding year. The ratio 

is not specified nationally but allows for the NEC to recommend a model 

formula that can be varied by CLPs with the approval of the Regional Director. 

There seems to be considerable variation from one CLP to another and no 

CLP General Committee 
Local Policy 

Forum 

Local Campaign 
Forum 

CLP Development Plan (TUs) 

Local Womens’ 
Forum 

Young Labour Group 

Delegates of  TUs & Affiliated 
Organisations 

Branch 
delegates 

Executive 
Committee 

Black and Minority 
Ethnic (BAME) Group 
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reference to a model rule. The current system in Hexham CLP provides for 3 

delegates for the first 25 members and then 1 additional delegate for every 15 

members. The Branch Secretary is also an ex-officio delegate. In addition, 

Branches can increase their delegation if they have three or more members 

under the age of 26 then a Young Labour delegate can be elected. 

 

Affiliated Organisations: For those organisations that affiliate to the CLP, such 

as Trade Unions, there is a different formula to decide on the number of 

delegates. When a TU Branch affiliates to its local CLP it is allowed to send 

up to 5 delegates and more if it has a large local Labour Party membership. 

 

Different sections at CLP level 

The diagram above illustrates the range of different sections that can be 

established at the CLP level. They are: 

 A Local Women’s Forum can be established if so desired. There 

seems to be no restrictions in terms of minimum numbers, but it must 

be open to all individual women members in the CLP. Its work will be 

coordinated and chaired by a Women’s Officer. 

 A Black and Minority Ethnic Group (BAME) can be formed in similar 

manner to that above. 

 A Young Labour Group (members under the age of 27) can also be 

formed, but this doesn’t have to be at the CLP level only. It could cover 

more than one CLP, or be a local Branch Group. The relationship of 

Young Labour Groups to party units is less direct than for other groups, 

although they must provide reports of activities. Such groups also 

require approval of the Regional Director (RD) of the Labour Party. 

 A Local Policy Forum may be formed at the CLP level (or combining 

one or more CLPs) with Regional Director’s (RD’s) approval and 

operating to guidelines from the NEC. 

 

Constituency Committees 

There are two main committees that can be formed at Constituency level: 

 

-  Executive Committee: This Committee is really mandatory and 

provides the management of the CLP. 

- Local Campaign Committee: This committee is to coordinate the public 

activity of the CLP. The Committee comprises campaign organisers and 

such others as the CLP agrees. The Chair and Treasurer of the CLP and, 

in our case, the parliamentary candidate and local authority election 

agents, and the parliamentary agent shall be members. The Committee 

has to elect a Campaign Co-ordinator. Andy Avery is the current holder of 

that position in Hexham CLP. 
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The Constituency Development Plan (CDPs) 

 

CDPs are not exactly what they appear to say they are. They are not plans 

that set out how to develop the CLP as a dynamic, growing and influential 

factor in local politics, although there is nothing to prevent a CLP from having 

such a plan. Rather CDPs have a very narrow meaning concerning the 

relationship between the CLP and a Trade Union that agrees to provide 

campaign funds to the CLP. They are usually to be found in a CLP that has a 

Labour MP. A CDP sets out the agreement between a Union and funding for 

the CLP. There is usually only one CDP in place for one Union in a CLP. The 

CDP was put in place to try and end the direct sponsorship of MPs by Trade 

Unions. 

 

Northumberland County Labour Group 

 

In days gone by there used to be County Party structures but this is no longer 

the case. However, the Labour Group of County Councillors have regular 

meetings to discuss County Council matters and how to progress matters in 

the County Council, either when they are in office, or when they are in 

opposition. Each CLP is invited to send two representatives to attend County 

Labour Group meetings and this provides an information channel back to the 

CLPs of County Group positions and issues.  

 

The Labour North Region 

 

There are currently two components to the Regional dimension of the Labour 

Party. First there is Labour North Regional Board and a North-East European 

Constituency Labour Party. 

 

The Labour Party is organised into 9 English Regional Boards. We are in the 

Labour North Region which is essentially the North East and Cumbria and 

covers: Northumberland, Tyne and Wear, Durham, Teesside and Cumbria. 

Each region has a Regional Office with a full-time Regional Official, called a 

Regional Director (RD). The current North east RD is Fiona Stanton. She is 

answerable to the General Secretary of the Labour Party. 

 

The European aspect is dealt with on a Constituency basis and we are within 

the North-East Constituency, which comprises Northumberland, Tyne and 

Wear, Durham, Teesside and parts of North Yorkshire. 

 

The Regional Conferences have a limited role in that they are largely regional 

showcases for Party and Regional Leaders to make speeches. There are no 

political debates or resolutions. But the Regional Conference elects a 

Regional Board, which has three important functions. First the Board 
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establishes a Panel for selecting potential candidates for European elections. 

Second, they have a Disciplinary Panel, although this cannot deal with serious 

cases as they are always referred to the National Constitutional Committee 

(NCC). Thirdly, the Regional Conference elects 5 regional representatives to 

sit on the National Policy Forum (NPF). 

 

There are a number of regional bodies of the Labour Party, such as a 

Regional Women’s Forum, which can elect a delegate to the biannual 

Regional Conference. Likewise it is possible to establish a Regional BAME 

Forum, which can also send a delegate to Regional Conference. Finally 

Young Labour has a Young Labour Regional Committee and they too can 

send a delegate to the conference. 

 

MEPs, MPs and Labour Councillors are all able to attend the Regional 

Conference as ex-officio participants. 

 

The diagram on page 15 seeks to show how the regional process of the 

Labour Party works, with its various linkages. 

 

 

The National Level 
 
The National Level of the Labour Party is essentially geared around the 

highest authoritative body of the Labour Party, the Annual Conference. This 

debates policy, passes resolutions and elects important Committees. The 

most important Committee is the National Executive Committee (NEC). This 

has a series of Policy Commissions attached to it. Another important 

Committee elected at Annual Conference is the National Constitutional 

Committee (NCC), which, among other things, deals with disciplinary 

matters.  

 

The National Policy Forum (NPF) is another national body, which meets 

several times a year to make sure that the direction of Labour policy reflects 

the broad consensus in the party. The constitution and purpose of this body is 

dealt with below. 

 

The Parliamentary Labour Party (PLP) has traditionally been a separate 

and powerful element of the Labour Party. It has its own rules and 

procedures. It continues to play an important role in the Labour Party but it’s 

role in determining the Leader and Deputy Leader of the Labour Party has 

been considerably reduced since the adoption of the Collins Report in 2014. 
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The Labour Party organisation also has its main headquarters in London 

headed by the General Secretary of the Labour Party and a number of 

National Officers. 

 

Labour party regional process  

 
 

 
    
    
    
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
       
   
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
     
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 

National Policy Forum 
 

5 elected from Labour North 

General Secretary 
Of 

Labour Party 

Labour North 
Regional Office 

 
Regional Director (RD) 

Staff 

Labour North 
Regional Board 

 
9 CLP reps; 5 TU reps 

1 Women’s Forum and 2 Labour 
Youth 

 
 

MEP Selection Panel 

Disciplinary Panel 

Labour North Regional Conference 
 

(Every 2 Years) 

Women’s 
Regional Forum 

BAME  
Regional Forum 

MEPs 

Labour 
Councillors 

Labour Youth 
Regional Forum 

Trade Unions and 
Affiliated Bodies 

Constituency Labour Parties 
2 Delegates each 

M.P.s 
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The Annual Conference of the Labour Party 
 

The Annual Conference is held in September or October each year. It is a 

large gathering of delegates, ex-officio members and observers from the 

constituencies are welcome. The diagram on page 17 shows who can attend. 

The purpose of the annual conference is to: 

 

 elect the NEC 
 

 elect a General Secretary when required 

 

 elect a party Treasurer and 2 Auditors 

 

 elect a Conference Arrangements Committee 

 

 elect a National Constitutional Committee 

 

 elect a National Policy Forum 

 

 receive a report from the NEC which is a summary of its year’s work 

 

     •    receive from the NEC a report of the NPF 

 

 debate matters of policy and programme 

(these are subject to strict rules, which are set down below) 

 

 agree any rule changes 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

Please see the report from delegates and observers representing Hexham 

constituency at the Brighton conference in 2017. This can be found on page 24 of 

this pack.  
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The Annual Conference: Who can go? 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 

ANNUAL CONFERENCE 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Ex-Officio members of Conference (who have no voting rights) 
All members of the NEC; members of the PLP; members of the EPLP; parliamentary candidates 

for Westminster and Europe who have been endorsed by the NEC; candidates for Police 
Commissioners; general Secretary of the LP; accredited organisers employed by the Party; lay 

members of NEC committees; National Chair of Young Labour; members of the NCC; members of 
the CAC; members of the NPF; officers of the Local Government Association labour Group; 

members of the ACL; members of the executive committee of the BAME Labour. 

 
 
 

 
 

CLPs 
One delegate for first 749 members 
or part thereof and one further for 
every additional 250 members. 
Delegates must be gender-balanced.. 
If only one delegate a man and a 
woman must represent the CLP in 
alternative years. Where individual 
female membership is over 100 an 
additional woman delegate may be 
appointed. Where a CLP has more 
than 30 members under 27 years 
(all deemed to be Young Labour), 
one of these may be an additional YL 
delegate. 

TUs 
Affiliated TUs and other 
affiliated bodies one 
delegate per 5000 members 
or part thereof. 
Women should be 
appointed in proportion to 
their membership of the 
body. 

Association of Labour 
Councillors 
6 delegates on a 50-50 men-
women ration 

Young Labour 
2 delegates 
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NB 

 CLPs and affiliated bodies may have an extra delegate where they are 

the Party Treasurer, a member of the NEC, a member of the CAC or a 

member of the NCC due for re-election that year. 

 CLPs may elect a delegate who is the MP for the constituency or a duly 

endorsed parliamentary candidate. 

 All delegates must have been a member of the Labour Party for at 

least one year from closing date set for receipt of names. 

 The CLP must pay a delegation fee for each delegate, fixed by NEC by 

previous December 31st. 

 

National Executive Committee (NEC) 

 

The NEC currently has 35 members:  

 

• 2: Leader and Deputy Leader of the party 

• 1: Treasurer 

• 3: Front Bench MPs nominated by the Cabinet or Shadow Cabinet 

• 2  Scottish and Welsh front bench members 

• 1: MEP leader of the European Parliamentary Labour Party 

• 1: Young Labour 

• 12: Affiliated Trade Unions 

• 2: Socialist societies 

• 6: Constituency Labour Parties 

• 2: Labour Councillors 

• 3: Backbench MPs or MEPs elected by all Labour MPs and MEPs 

 

Voting for most of the NEC members is conducted through 5 divisions: 

Division I: the TUs; Division II: the Socialist Societies; Division III: the CLPs; 

Division IV: Local Governance; and, Division V: the PLP and EPLP. Divisions 

I and II vote within their Annual LP Conference delegations. The others, 

including the CLPs have, by and large, a one member, one vote system. The 

Young Labour representative is elected at the Young Labour Annual 

Conference. 

 

The National Executive Committee - key functions are to: 
 

 contribute to policy development 

 win elections and maintain the support of voters 

 maintain a healthy party at all levels, engaged in the community 
upholding the highest standards in public life 

 ensure a high quality of service through a contract with party members 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Leader_of_the_Labour_Party_(UK)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Deputy_Leader_of_the_Labour_Party_(UK)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Treasurer_of_the_Labour_Party
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/European_Parliamentary_Labour_Party
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 fulfil its operational and constitutional responsibilities as defined in this 
clause 

 maintain a balanced partnership between all party stakeholders 

 ensure the party meets its legal and financial responsibilities in 
compliance with the Political Parties, Elections and Referendums Act 
2000 and all other legislative requirements. 

 

Who’s on the NEC? 

Leader of the Labour Party Jeremy Corbyn MP 

Deputy Leader of the Labour Party Tom Watson MP 

Treasurer Diana Holland 

Opposition Front Bench  Jon Trickett MP 

Opposition Front Bench  Rebecca Long-Bailey MP 

Opposition Front Bench  Kate Osamor MP 

Shadow Scottish Frontbench Kezia Dugdale MSP 

Welsh Government Frontbench Alun Davies AM 

EPLP Leader  Glenis Willmott MEP 

Young Labour Jasmin Beckett 

Div. I - Trade Unions Keith Birch 

Div. I - Trade Unions Jim Kennedy 

Div. I - Trade Unions Andi Fox 

Div. I - Trade Unions Pauline McCarthy 

Div. I - Trade Unions Paddy Lillis 

Div. I - Trade Unions Wendy Nichols 

Div. I -Trade Unions Andy Kerr 

Div. I - Trade Unions Martin Mayer 

Div. I - Trade Unions Mary Turner 

Div. I - Trade Unions Jennie Formby 

Div. I - Trade Unions Cath Speight 

Div. I - Trade Unions Jamie Bramwell 

Div. II - Socialist Societies James Asser 

Div. II - BAME Labour Keith Vaz MP 

Div. III - CLPs Ann Black 

Div. III - CLPs Rhea Wolfson 

Div. III - CLPs Claudia Webbe 

Div. III - CLPs Darren Williams 

Div. III - CLPs Pete Willsman 

Div. III - CLPs Christine Shawcroft 
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Div. IV - Labour Councillors Nick Forbes 

Div. IV - Labour Councillors Alice Perry 

Div. V - PLP/EPLP George Howarth MP 

Div. V - PLP/EPLP Margaret Beckett MP 

Div. V - PLP/EPLP Shabana Mahmood MP 

  

Roles and Responsibilities of the NEC Committees 
 
NEC OFFICERS 
The Officers of the National Executive Committee are: 
• Leader of the Labour Party 
• Deputy Leader of the Labour Party 
• Chair of the NEC 
• Vice-Chair of the NEC 
• Treasurer of the NEC 
• Party Chair 
• Chair of Organisation Committee 
• NEC Co-convenor of the JPC 
 
JOINT COMMITTEES 
NEC Joint Committees comprise those committees that are made up of NEC 
members, government and other members as detailed below. 
 
Joint Policy Committee 
The JPC has strategic oversight of policy development in the party through 
overseeing the rolling programme of Partnership in Power. The JPC acts as 
the steering group for the National Policy Forum. It is therefore a joint 
committee made up of NEC, Government and National Policy Forum 
representatives. 
NEC Co-convenor: Mary Turner 
 
NEC SUB-COMMITTEES 
The following are sub-committees of the NEC. 
 
Equalities Committee: 
Chair: Keith Birch 
 
Business Board 
The Business Board is responsible for overseeing the business functions of 
the organisation including the management of the finances. 
Chair: Diana Holland (as at Oct 2016) 
 
Audit, Risk Management and Compliance Committee. 
Chair: Andy Kerr 
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Organisation Committee 
The Organisation Committee is responsible for party rules and constitution; 
ensuring parties are operating effectively throughout the country to the highest 
standards and has overall responsibility for membership, investigations, 
selections, Conferences, electoral law, boundaries strategy and internal 
elections. 
Chair: Jim Kennedy 
 
Disputes Panel 
The NEC Disputes Panel is a panel of the NEC Organisation Committee 
which hears membership appeals; re-admission applications; party disputes 
and conciliation; minor investigations and local government appeals where 
referred to the NEC. It operates in a quasi-judicial fashion, conducting 
hearings and interviews around the country where necessary. 
Chair: Ann Black 
 
National Constitutional Committee (NCC) 

The NCC comprises 11 members of the party who have to have been 

members for a continuous period of at least 5 years. 6 members (3 men and 3 

women) are elected by TUs and affiliated organisations, 4 members (2 men 

and 2 women) are elected by the CLPs, all at Conference by the respective 

delegations on a card ballot. 

 

The NCC’s role is act as a final court of appeal on all disciplinary matters. The 

NEC undertakes enquiries and seeks to adjudicate on matters where 

breaches of rules are said to have taken place and where necessary suspend 

or expel individuals or specific bodies (CLPs etc). An appeal may be made to 

the NCC. 

 

Conference Arrangements Committee (CAC) 

The CAC has some critical responsibilities for organising the Annual 

Conference agenda. This issue is dealt with below in, How Policy is decided 

in the Labour Party. The CAC also decides which proposed rule changes will 

go forward. It is, therefore, a key committee, which in the past has been used 

by Party managers to control the direction and scope of Conference and 

hence the Labour Party. 

 

The CAC comprises 7 members. 5 members (2 of whom must be women) are 

nominated by Labour Party members and elected by card vote at Conference. 

2 members, nominated by CLPs (one a woman) are, following a rule change 

in 2015, elected on a one-member one vote system prior to Conference.  

Front bench MPs and whips are now, not allowed to stand. 
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National Policy Forum (NPF) 

NPF is the 200-strong body that draws up the statements of party policy which 

are put to conference for approval in the final year before the election and 

serve as the basis of the manifesto. Constituency parties have 55 

representatives on this body, 5 from each region including one young member 

(gender-balancing requirements) who are also elected by one-member-one-

vote ballots of all party members. In addition there are representatives from 

14 separate electoral divisions. Further detail is provided below in the section 

on how policy is decided in the Labour Party. 

 

How the Labour Party decides Policy 

 

The main body for shaping policy is the National Policy Forum, an elected 

group of over 200 people representing members, councillors, trade unions, 

socialist societies and MPs. It produces reports on the different policy areas, 

called Your Britain, which are presented at annual conference and either 

accepted or rejected in a vote. 

 

For the election manifesto policy, there is a formal consultation process which 

culminates in a meeting of the forum the year before the general election to 

agree the final details of what will form the foundation of Labour's next 

manifesto. This document is then put before conference for adoption as 

Labour's policy programme. No proposal is included in the party programme 

unless it is adopted by a majority of not less than two-thirds of a conference 

vote. Importantly, conference votes whether to accept or reject large policy 

documents as a whole - not on individual policies or line by line. 

 

When Labour is not in government, the final say on which items make it into 

the election manifesto is made at a meeting of Labour's ruling National 

Executive Committee (NEC), the shadow cabinet and key figures from both 

the Parliamentary Labour Party and the National Policy Forum. 

 

Day to day policy-making on Labour's position on votes that arise in the 

House of Commons is slightly different. It relies on a looser and more informal 

process based on consultation and consent with the shadow cabinet, Labour 

MPs and the NEC. 

 

Setting the Annual Conference agenda 

The annual autumn conference is "the ultimate authority in the party". The 

Conference Arrangements Committee oversees the agenda and sets the 

timetable. If it accepts a motion, they are grouped into topics and conference 

delegates choose four topics submitted by local Labour parties and four topics 

from trade unions. 
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Labour Party conference considers two types of policy motion: “contemporary 

motions” and “emergency motions” – which can be submitted by CLPs and 

trade unions. Contemporary motions can be submitted until a week prior to 

Conference – emergency motions cover events that take place after this date. 

They must be on a subject that has not been substantively addressed by the 

party’s NEC or NPF. In the past this has meant that the motion must relate in 

some way to something occurring after the end of July. They must be on one 

subject only. 

 

Once the broad topic headings have been picked, all the representatives of 

the local Labour parties or trade unions who tabled a motion on each topic 

must get together and put all their different motions into one "composite" 

motion that is acceptable to everyone. The final composite motions are then 

scheduled for debate on the conference floor. 

 

 

Labour party conference 2017 
 
The Labour party conference occurs each year and is held at different venues 
around the country. 2016 was in Liverpool and in 2017 Brighton. 2018 is back 
in Liverpool. On the next page is the constituency report by delegates and 
observers who attended the September 2017 conference. 
 
 
 

 
 
Laura Pidcock MP and Tony Pierre Hexham CLP Social Media Officer interviewed by 
the BBC at the Blackpool conference 2016  
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Hexham Constituency 
Conference Report 

September 2017 Brighton  

 
 
Delegates: Vanessa Maughan, Bill 
Haylock, Steve Grinter & Annette 
McGlade  
 
Visitors/Observers: Tony and Fran 
Pierre, Chris Easton, Daphne 
Gilbert, Teresa Toms, Penny 
Grennan & Chris Wharton 

                                                               
Delegates and visitors from Hexham 
constituency arrived in Brighton on the eve 
of Labour’s annual conference. A busy 
four days ensued between the 24th and 
27th of September with the main 
conference business taking place at the 
jam-packed Brighton Conference Centre 
with fringe and World Transformed events 
crammed into nearby hotels and arts 
centres. A wonderful four days of political 
confidence, warmth and celebration. But 
don’t take our word for it. Here’s an 
account from the New York Times: 
‘…party leaders were met with rock-star 
receptions and standing ovations. Packed 
meetings focussed on the policies Labour 
should roll out in government, with 
references to the party leader Jeremy 
Corbyn as ‘the next prime minister’… 
Events organised through Momentum, the 
grass-roots group of Corbyn supporters, 
routinely saw snaking queues. Left-wing 
politics had the buzz of a music festival 
and effervescence of a political force that 
is tantalisingly close to power.’      
                                   

                                          chris wharton 
                                                             

 

travelling back… 

Whilst travelling back from the Labour 
Party conference in Brighton I couldn’t 
help reflect that only two years ago at my 
first Hexham Constituency meeting, I 
listened to the single Hexham delegate’s 
feedback from the 2015 conference and 
wondered what it was all about. 

Over the five days of this year’s 
conference Hexham had four delegates 
and in addition a further eight of us paid 
our own way to attend as observers. 
Delegates of course must attend 
conference to represent the constituency, 
whilst we non delegates can swan about 
to some extent, but swan we didn't. 

Apart from enjoying the increasingly 
democratic and representative nature of 
conference, there were fringe meetings, 
and of course the World Transformed, a 
jamboree of living, breathing politics 
with  a plethora of brilliant and inspiring 
speakers. On several occasions we 
needed to queue for up to 1.5 hours and 
even then there was no guarantee of a 
seat. People standing on chairs, sofas, 
and sitting on shelves, peering through 
gaps to snaffle a view of the main players 
from left wing politics in the UK, and 
beyond. 

 
 
Ceci n’est pas un cygne 
 
It should be rock ‘n roll, but it isn't, it’s our 
Labour Party politics and it's going places 
both nationally and locally. As Naomi 
Klein, in her address to the main 
conference said - we go to debate, to 
learn, make decisions, be inspired, and to 
inspire others.   
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We made new friends at conference, and 
met up with our current friends from 
Alston, NW Durham, Wearside and 
Tyneside. We return with new plans and 
we need new people with new ideas to 
ultimately remove Guy Opperman. 

Conference will be in Liverpool next year 
and we intend to have an even bigger 
delegation which could include you.  
                                                             

tony pierre 
 
 

 
 

secretary’s report… 

While crowds of Conference visitors (many 
of them young) queued for the Momentum 
fringe events under the banner of “The 
World Transformed”, delegates in the 
Conference Hall saw The Party 
Transformed. One veteran delegate from 
Blaydon CLP, speaking from the stage, 
declared “I've been a member for 50 years 
and this is the best Labour Conference 
I've ever seen.” This was my first Labour 
Party conference - it was exhilarating and 
inspiring.  
 
What was so exhilarating was the sense of 
common purpose and unity, after the past 
two years of infighting and division. Of 
course, not all who were sceptics of 
Jeremy Corbyn's leadership have changed 
their minds or gone away, but the votes in 
Conference demonstrate overwhelmingly 
support for the Leadership, the Shadow 
Cabinet and our 2017 Manifesto. The rule 
change to reduce the number of MP 
nominations required for a leadership 
candidate, thought to be controversial and 
divisive only a short while ago, was 
passed by a landslide of 4 to 1. The vote 
to increase the representation of CLP 
delegates on the ruling National Executive 

Committee was even more overwhelming 
at 99% in favour! And in the elections for 
two posts on the National Constitutional 
Committee, the Momentum-supported 
candidates won with 71% of the votes. 
Hexham CLP's Delegates voted for the 
rule changes and the two successful NCC 
candidates, as mandated by our CLP 
meeting on 21st September. 
 
What was most inspiring is how the voices 
of ordinary Labour Party members were 
heard at this conference.  In marked 
contrast to previous years, a large part of 
platform time was given to ordinary 
delegates, rather than Party bigwigs.  
Many of the voices were angry and 
passionate about the damage the Tories 
are doing to the lives and hopes of millions 
of people; none more so than 16-year old 
Lauren Stocks who spoke movingly about 
the harm that Tory educational policy is 
doing to the mental health of young 
people.  Not only were ordinary members' 
voices heard – they also asserted 
themselves, rather than meekly accepting 
everything that was put to them from the 
Party establishment.  A rule change from 
last year gives delegates the power to 
“refer back” reports – an instruction to 
Party officers to go back, to think again 
and rewrite the reports. For example, the 
Policy Report on the NHS was felt not to 
be strong enough on reversing 
privatisation, and was referred back. 
 

  
Ordinary delegates also asserted 
themselves in the backroom compositing 
meetings, where the many motions on the 
same topic from different CLPs are taken 
apart and reassembled to create one 
agreed motion to be debated and voted on 
by all delegates in the conference hall the 
following day.  This process is carried out 
by delegates from all the CLPs whose 
contemporary motions have been 
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accepted by the Conference 
Arrangements Committee. Hexham CLP 
was one of the many CLPs who had put 

forward a motion on reversing the 
Tories' privatisation and butchering of 
the NHS, so Steve Grinter and myself 
attended the meeting on behalf of our 
CLP.  It was chaired by a member of 
the CAC and advised by a member of 
Labour's shadow Health spokesperson 
in the House of Lords, Philip Hunt, aka 
Baron Hunt of Kings Heath, formerly 
Chief Executive of the NHS 
Confederation. CLP delegates were 
perturbed to discover that an important 
reference to the NHS Restoration Bill 
had disappeared from the motion 
wordings presented to the compositing 
meeting. It quickly became apparent 
that Lord Hunt was responsible for its 
disappearance as he didn't want the 
Labour Health team's “room for 
manoeuvre” to be restricted. There 
were many very knowledgeable 
delegates in the room who were able 
to argue powerfully that the deleted 
paragraph had to be restored if Labour 
was to ensure private health 
corporations had no future role in the 
NHS. Philip Hunt argued against us for 
an hour, but the delegates persisted.  
The motion was passed by 
Conference the following day with the 
deleted paragraph restored. 
 
We've still got some way to go to build 
grass-roots democracy within the 
party, and the Democracy Review 
announced by Jeremy Corbyn and 
agreed by the NEC just before 
Conference is an important step in 
taking it further. But the membership is 
being heard and it's giving voice to 
overwhelming support for the 
transformation of the party machinery, 
its policies and its style of politics,that 
Jeremy Corbyn's leadership has 
inspired.  

                              bill haylock  
 
https://m.facebook.com/story.p
hp?story_fbid=3492391088520
47&id=100012978826942   
click above to view item 
opposite ► 

 

 
 
 

 
 

Vanessa Maughan Hexham CLP lead 
delegate and Sue Hayman MP for 
Workington being interviewed at 
Labour Party Conference for BBC 
Sunday Politics North-east 

 

 
Play Video 

 
 

 
Play Video 

 
 
making it work… 

https://m.facebook.com/story.php?story_fbid=349239108852047&id=100012978826942
https://m.facebook.com/story.php?story_fbid=349239108852047&id=100012978826942
https://m.facebook.com/story.php?story_fbid=349239108852047&id=100012978826942
https://m.facebook.com/video_redirect/?src=https%3A%2F%2Fvideo-lht6-1.xx.fbcdn.net%2Fv%2Ft42.1790-2%2F22189699_749140248607442_9160267598498103296_n.mp4%3Fefg%3DeyJ2ZW5jb2RlX3RhZyI6InN2ZV9zZCJ9%26oh%3D1b3e4b6e283b436d4b409128a7f6f759%26oe%3D59D92005&source=media_collage&id=349238278852130&refid=52&__tn__=FEH-R
https://m.facebook.com/video_redirect/?src=https%3A%2F%2Fvideo-lht6-1.xx.fbcdn.net%2Fv%2Ft42.1790-2%2F22189699_749140248607442_9160267598498103296_n.mp4%3Fefg%3DeyJ2ZW5jb2RlX3RhZyI6InN2ZV9zZCJ9%26oh%3D1b3e4b6e283b436d4b409128a7f6f759%26oe%3D59D92005&source=media_collage&id=349238278852130&refid=52&__tn__=FEH-R
https://m.facebook.com/video_redirect/?src=https%3A%2F%2Fvideo-lht6-1.xx.fbcdn.net%2Fv%2Ft42.1790-2%2F22189699_749140248607442_9160267598498103296_n.mp4%3Fefg%3DeyJ2ZW5jb2RlX3RhZyI6InN2ZV9zZCJ9%26oh%3D1b3e4b6e283b436d4b409128a7f6f759%26oe%3D59D92005&source=media_collage&id=349238278852130&refid=52&__tn__=FEH-R
https://m.facebook.com/video_redirect/?src=https%3A%2F%2Fvideo-lht6-1.xx.fbcdn.net%2Fv%2Ft42.1790-2%2F22189699_749140248607442_9160267598498103296_n.mp4%3Fefg%3DeyJ2ZW5jb2RlX3RhZyI6InN2ZV9zZCJ9%26oh%3D1b3e4b6e283b436d4b409128a7f6f759%26oe%3D59D92005&source=media_collage&id=349238278852130&refid=52&__tn__=FEH-R
https://m.facebook.com/video_redirect/?src=https%3A%2F%2Fvideo-lht6-1.xx.fbcdn.net%2Fv%2Ft42.1790-2%2F22179291_126272548032891_6442290191964045312_n.mp4%3Fefg%3DeyJ2ZW5jb2RlX3RhZyI6InN2ZV9zZCJ9%26oh%3D8e53b7268675ac964825a4cd5903cae2%26oe%3D59D90ADD&source=media_collage&id=349238312185460&refid=52&__tn__=FEH-R
https://m.facebook.com/video_redirect/?src=https%3A%2F%2Fvideo-lht6-1.xx.fbcdn.net%2Fv%2Ft42.1790-2%2F22179291_126272548032891_6442290191964045312_n.mp4%3Fefg%3DeyJ2ZW5jb2RlX3RhZyI6InN2ZV9zZCJ9%26oh%3D8e53b7268675ac964825a4cd5903cae2%26oe%3D59D90ADD&source=media_collage&id=349238312185460&refid=52&__tn__=FEH-R
https://m.facebook.com/video_redirect/?src=https%3A%2F%2Fvideo-lht6-1.xx.fbcdn.net%2Fv%2Ft42.1790-2%2F22179291_126272548032891_6442290191964045312_n.mp4%3Fefg%3DeyJ2ZW5jb2RlX3RhZyI6InN2ZV9zZCJ9%26oh%3D8e53b7268675ac964825a4cd5903cae2%26oe%3D59D90ADD&source=media_collage&id=349238312185460&refid=52&__tn__=FEH-R
https://m.facebook.com/video_redirect/?src=https%3A%2F%2Fvideo-lht6-1.xx.fbcdn.net%2Fv%2Ft42.1790-2%2F22179291_126272548032891_6442290191964045312_n.mp4%3Fefg%3DeyJ2ZW5jb2RlX3RhZyI6InN2ZV9zZCJ9%26oh%3D8e53b7268675ac964825a4cd5903cae2%26oe%3D59D90ADD&source=media_collage&id=349238312185460&refid=52&__tn__=FEH-R
https://m.facebook.com/video_redirect/?src=https://video-lht6-1.xx.fbcdn.net/v/t42.1790-2/22189699_749140248607442_9160267598498103296_n.mp4?efg=eyJ2ZW5jb2RlX3RhZyI6InN2ZV9zZCJ9&oh=1b3e4b6e283b436d4b409128a7f6f759&oe=59D92005&source=media_collage&id=349238278852130&refid=52&__tn__=FEH-R
https://m.facebook.com/video_redirect/?src=https://video-lht6-1.xx.fbcdn.net/v/t42.1790-2/22179291_126272548032891_6442290191964045312_n.mp4?efg=eyJ2ZW5jb2RlX3RhZyI6InN2ZV9zZCJ9&oh=8e53b7268675ac964825a4cd5903cae2&oe=59D90ADD&source=media_collage&id=349238312185460&refid=52&__tn__=FEH-R
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Two interlinked discussions organised 
by The World Transformed drew my 
attention. The first session ‘Who runs 
Britain: the Many or the Few’ had Mark 
Serwotka , general secretary of the 
PCS (the civil service union) drawing 
on Chris Mullin’s book and the 
subsequent brilliant TV programme ‘A 
Very British Coup’. Imagine a radical 
left wing Labour government coming to 
power, transforming the state, 
realigning relations of power and 
redistributing income and wealth fairly. 
What would be the reaction by, to use 
a weary but easy phrase, ‘the powers 
that be’? But Mark’s question wasn’t 
pitched only at the front of house 
media, political and repressive state 
organisations. What Laura Pidcock 
MP, sitting alongside him termed ‘the 
big beast’.  Mark talked of the ‘unseen 
establishment’ part of which is the Civil 
Service that has served austerity to 
the detriment of working people. 
Mark’s argument is that the state will 
work against a radical government 
which is why the trade union and wider 
labour movement must mobilise to 
defend a Corbyn government.  

The second session I attended that 
day  was ‘The Left in Power’ 
addressed by a young group of radical 
politicians: Guillaume Long, the former 
Ecuadorian Foreign Minister, Li 
Andersson MP Leader of the Finnish 
Left Alliance, Costas Lapavitsas a 
political economist and former Greek 
Syriza MP and Catarina Principe of 
Portugal’s Bloco de Esquerda. They 
spoke of the experience of the left 
being in power in their own countries 
and made connections with political 
development in Britain and what 
Corbyn’s government might learn from 
it. Although the Left Block shares 
government in Portugal austerity has 
not ended and there is a pressing 
need to take back into public 
ownership all that had been sold to the 
private sector by previous 
governments. From the experience of 
Finland and the Scandinavian 
countries we were advised that 
promises are not enough: we need to 

show that we can do what we will do.  
From Greece a warning about ‘not 
surrendering to power’ but adopting 
the correct strategy. Lapavistas 
affirmed the importance of directing 
and controlling the civil service. The 
Ecuadorian experience of ten years of 
radical government highlighted the 
importance of public investment and 
anti austerity policies but also of 
cementing a transformative political 
project by keeping political thinkers as 
activists not encouraging them as 
career politicians. Guillaume stressed 
the importance of creating a left wing 
bureaucracy and affirming political 
sovereignty – not against the EU - but 
the USA, symbolised by its military 
bases in Britain.  
                                    chris wharton 
 
the world transformed...at the 
vanguard of new ideas… 
 
I never imagined, in my ‘twilight 
years’,  ‘running down the streets of 
Brighton for a session on “THE END 
OF NEOLIBERALISM”!!   I joined an 
hour long queue of enthusiastic 
punters, one of many, over 3 days! 
 
With over 400 fringe events to choose 
from, at 9 venues, there were bound to 
be clashes.  From : “The Role of The 
Political Artist”  to “Free Speech on 
Israel”,  “The New Poverty” to “On The 
Ground at Grenfell” .  I was inspired by 
many speakers : Ken Loach, Paul 
Mason, Naomi Klein and John Trickett 
to name but a few. It is so exciting to 
be part of such hopeful, radical 
changes in Politics today! 
 
With our enthusiasm, energy and 
talents we have won the Battle of 
Ideas! Our opponents are in chaos, 
desperate to find the key to Labour’s 
surge into the political mainstream! 
 
We have The Momentum!     Carpe 
Diem! 
                                     daphne gilbert 

https://theworldtransformed.org/speakers/guillaume-long/
https://theworldtransformed.org/speakers/guillaume-long/
https://theworldtransformed.org/speakers/guillaume-long/
https://theworldtransformed.org/speakers/li-andersson-mp/
https://theworldtransformed.org/speakers/li-andersson-mp/
https://theworldtransformed.org/speakers/li-andersson-mp/
https://theworldtransformed.org/speakers/li-andersson-mp/
https://theworldtransformed.org/speakers/costas-lapavitsas/
https://theworldtransformed.org/speakers/costas-lapavitsas/
https://theworldtransformed.org/speakers/costas-lapavitsas/
https://theworldtransformed.org/speakers/catarina-principe/
https://theworldtransformed.org/speakers/catarina-principe/
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Daphne…not running but swimming 
 

 
Paul being nosey 

 

 
 
Looking out to sea 
 

 
Steve, Annette, Vanessa and friends 
 

 
Diane and friends 
 

 
compiled by chris wharton with thanks 
to tony, bill, teresa, daphne, vanessa and 
the seagull 
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Parish and town councils notes compiled by Diana Carney 

 

Local councils – general 

Foundation tier of local government.  Has had a bad reputation due to The 

Vicar of Dibley / JK Rowling, but possibly the most exciting area of local 

government to be involved in at present, as principal councils feel the effects 

of Tory austerity.  

A corporate body, a legal entity separate from that of its members. Decisions 

are the responsibility of the whole body. 

To take decisions and implement them, the Council and each meeting of the 

Council must be quorate:  Wylam 3 members.  

 

REPRESENTING YOUR COMMUNITY 

It is the job of the Council to represent the interests of the whole community. 

These can be identified by consulting the community through: 

Annual Parish Meeting 

Surveys & questionnaires 

Community conferences or workshops 

Participatory budgeting  

 

HOW TO BECOME A COUNCILLOR 

Elections 4 May 2017.  Forms available from Monday 20th March, 

electronically, paper copies (from County Hall & other information centres) & 

to download as a PDF.  Must be hand-delivered for checking.  Deadline for 

submission of forms is 4pm on Wednesday 4th April.    

 

WHAT IS EXPECTED OF A COUNCILLOR? 

 Attend and participate effectively in meetings 

 Represent the whole electorate 

 Ensure that the council is properly managed. 

 Behave according to the council’s code of conduct. 

 Use your skills and talents to enhance the work of the council. 

 Participate in Councillor training. The National Training Strategy was 

launched in 2001, updated 2010.  See NALC & SLCC websites for 

details.  ILCA, CiLCA, University of Gloucestershire Community 

Governance courses up to Honours Degree level. 

 

POWERS AND DUTIES 

Local councils have very few statutory duties (in contrast to principal 

authorities, which have many) but a wide range of powers conferred by 

legislation, including the power to raise money through taxation (the Precept) 

paid for through Council Tax.  The amount of Precept that may be requested 
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is not capped, although there is the provision for a referendum to be held if 

the increase is above 2%. 

 

DUTIES are actions that the Council must take by law. 

 Ensure all rules for council administration are followed 

 Comply with obligations under FOI 2000 & DP Act 1998 & Equality Act 

2010. 

 Comply with employment law 

 Consider impact of its decision on reducing crime & disorder 

 Have regard to protection of biodiversity 

 Consider provision of allotments if demand/reasonable 

 Decide whether to adopt a churchyard when it is closed if asked by the 

PCC. 

 

POWERS permit actions to be taken at the Council’s discretion. 

(See handout).  Which powers the Council chooses to use depends upon, 

among other things, the vision that the Council has for its local area (Strategic 

Plan?) the nature and needs of the local area, the skills of councillors and 

volunteers, administrative capacity of the Council.  

 

LOCALISM 

The  Localism Act of 2011 introduced a number of new ways in which 

Councils can act on behalf of their community, known as Community Rights: 

 Community Right to Bid 

 Community Asset Transfer 

 Community Shares 

 Community Right to Challenge 

 Neighbourhood Community Budgeting 

 Neighbourhood Planning 

 Community Right to Build 

 

 

Further handouts on local councils can be viewed here: 

Local Councils - 
powers.pdf

 
 
 
 
 
Notes provided by Diana Carney which accompanied her presentation to 
Bywell Labour party 11.01.17 
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Devolution in the North East:  Problem or Solution?  
                                                 Notes from a presentation by John Fenwick 
 
1 England is a highly centralised country.  

Compared to federal countries such as Germany where the Lander (regions) 

have separate Parliaments etc; or to Spain or France which, although not 

federal in the same sense, provide a lot of autonomy to regional 

administrations – England highly centralised. Always had a history of 

centralisation, even more so since local government reorganisation removed 

the district councils in Northumberland. So we have the County Council, and 

then the UK government. 

English local government has no constitutional independence:  Thatcher didn’t 

like the GLC looking at Parliament across the river so she abolished it. By 

international standards this is remarkable. We don’t think it unusual because it 

is normal to us. 

Compare also to Belgium where one region of an already very small country 

held up a major Europe/Canada trade agreement.  

Why then is devolving powers to the regions in England seen as so 

controversial?  

 

2 The failures of devolution so far.  

The N East is the only part of England to have been given a formal say in 

whether it wanted an elected regional assembly in the referendum of 2004. 

Decisively rejected (78% no). Why? Perhaps a rejection of the idea of ‘more 

politicians’ – the conventional answer. But it’s a bit more complex. The 

cynicism of Blairite attitudes – let’s give Prescott his referendum. And the 

complacency of Labour thinking generally.  One of the problems of the 

referendum was lack of clarity (or honesty) about its motives.  

Much more recently, the indifference /hostility toward a combined authority for 

the North East of England seems to demonstrate similar attitudes. This would 

have created a single entity for North and South of the Tyne, effectively run by 

the council leaders of existing authorities (in the case of North Tyneside it 

would have been the elected mayor rather than the council leader). So it 

would have been an indirectly elected regional authority including 

Northumberland.   

 

Why isn’t it happening? Councils north of the Tyne wanted it, those south of 

the Tyne didn’t. Why? Various answers…the tribal rivalries between members 

of the same Party in different parts of the region; and again cynicism on the 

part of government: is devolution a genuine decentralisation of power or a 

trick to ‘devolve’ problems without adequate means of addressing them? And 

without doubt a major reason for rejection was the insistence of government 

that the new Combined Authority would be run by a directly-elected mayor. 

This is a topic in itself: the governance of the devolved region.  
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3 Elected Mayors. 

How are devolved regions to be governed? The Combined Authorities which 

are already under way, of which Manchester receives most publicity, have to 

accept directly elected mayors as the price to pay for additional government 

funding. In the North East this price was too high. Councils on the south bank 

of the Tyne couldn’t accept this. 

 

They have a strong case. Directly elected mayors have a sorry history in 

England. Been available to for fifteen years now under Local Government Act 

2000, part of the new structure of ‘political management’ which New Labour 

created to sweep away the council committees that had existed since the 19th 

century. Initially their adoption was subject to referendum and, in this region, 

only North Tyneside decided to have one. (Hartlepool and Middlesbrough had 

mayors – Mbro still does – but they are in the separate Tees Valley combined 

authority).  

 

All other referendums decided against and in some the turnout was 

remarkably low: in Sunderland in 2001 the turnout was 10% . Government 

subsequently legislated to allow councils to adopt the mayoral system by 

council resolution rather than referendum and that is how we have an elected 

mayor in (eg) Leicester.   

 

Tory Government legislated to hold referendums on adopting mayors in ten 

English cities in 2012 and only Bristol voted yes. Newcastle voted against.  

Elected mayors supported nationally by Labour and by Tories but no evidence 

whatsoever that people want them locally. And no evidence that they have 

been successful. There are today only 16 elected mayors (excluding the 

London mayor, a different office with different powers).  

 

And then there will be the mayors for the devolved regions. But the ‘deal’ of 

devolution was – and is – that if you want the cash for devolution you will have 

to adopt the system of directly elected mayors. First elections due in 2017. 

 

4 How Northern is the North?  

In discussions of the ‘Northern Powerhouse’ Osborne concedes that he gave 

priority to the North West. The North East was peripheral. There has been a 

high-profile focus on Manchester and the Yorkshire/Lancashire conurbations. 

Why? We are not seen as the North at all- that’s Yorkshire and Lancashire. 

BBC example of ‘far north’. And of course the claim that we are a suitable site 

for fracking because the NEast is a ‘desolate’ area to begin with.  

Does this matter? Yes. Should not write ourselves off because the 

Government does. And, if we are the far north, some important questions to 

address. Eg - What relationship does the NE want with a devolved, and 
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possibly independent, Scotland?  Examples of Amazon depot in Dunfirmline 

as against N Tyneside; abolition of One North East.   What is beyond the 

North?   

 

5 The Future.  

What does Labour make of all this?  

Could explore more closely co-operative and mutual solutions – ‘bottom up’ 

rather than ‘top down’ answers to the dilemmas of devolution.  Address the 

question of whether people actually want devolved governance – certainly 

don’t want what’s been offered thus far, but we could try to explain how 

different we are from almost every other country. Evolve our own solutions. 

 

Put devolution firmly back on Labour’s policy agenda. Consider federal 

solutions for UK as a whole. Usually considered to be ‘asymetric’ as England 

is so much larger than rest of UK and hence would dominate every decision. 

But not if English regions were part of a federal solution…      

 

Professor John Fenwick 

Wylam Labour Party 

                                                                 9 November 2016 

 

 

 

Closure of GP practices/surgeries in Northumberland 
 
Notes from Bywell branch Labour Party meeting 12.07.17 – addressed by 
Newcastle North Heaton Labour councillor Mick Bowman who is a 
member of the Newcastle Health and Wellbeing Scrutiny Committee and 
works in Mental Health Services. 
 
Background 
 
This discussion was instigated by the suggested closure of Riversdale surgery 
in Wylam. This is currently one of two GP surgeries providing facilities to  
Wylam, Horsley and the surrounding areas. 
  
The closure would require patients to travel to the remaining part of the 
practice in Prudhoe. An alternative is to use White’s GP service in the village. 
However White’s is rumoured to be considering operating only from Ponteland 
where it is based. This leaves the GP service in the area overstretched and 
potentially non-existent with patients required to travel a distance of five miles 
from Horsley.   
 
Wylam is expanding with more housing being built but no increase in the 
provision of services. Related services need to be considered including the 
very limited bus service between Wylam and Prudhoe. 
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Scrutiny Committees on Northumberland County Council.  
 
Mick Bowman explained that if substantial variations or developments are 
planned in a service, they must be tested against these criteria: 
 

 how will the proposals affect accessibility, given that all communities 

should have equal access to services? 

 will there be a wider impact on other services? 

 how many patients would be affected by the proposed changes? 

These questions can be put to the commissioning body (NHS England or the 
North of England Clinical Commissioning Group), by individuals/concerned 
residents/practice users, or through local councillors.  
 
The Chair of the Health and Wellbeing Overview Scrutiny Committee is 
Jeffrey Watson, and the Labour Councillor for Hartley, Susan Dungworth, is a 
member of the same committee. 
 
The Scrutiny Committee can negotiate with the commissioning bodies, and go 
to the Secretary of State for Health if that fails. 
 
The consultation (including with existing patients) on the future of Riversdale 
lasts until the end of July 2017. Wylam Parish Council are taking action on 
behalf of Wylam residents. Other parish councils affected should also be 
encouraged to act. 
Here is a link to the relevant page of Northumberland County Council’s web 
site. It contains general scrutiny committee notes and the section on Care & 
wellbeing overview & scrutiny committee is particularly pertinent.  
https://www.northumberland.gov.uk/Councillors/Scrutiny.aspx 

 

 

https://www.northumberland.gov.uk/Councillors/Scrutiny.aspx
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If you want to get active in the Labour party: here’s 

what you can do: 

 

 Attend a meeting and find out what is going on. You might want to get 

involved in fund raising or organising a party event. Branch meetings 

are held each month or you can attend a general constituency party 

meeting – these are held at the community centre in Hexham. You 

should receive notice of both branch and constituency meetings.  

 

 Join us at one of our campaign street stalls. They are held in 

various places around the constituency usually on a Saturday morning. 

During the election campaign we held stalls across the constituency 

from Ponteland to Haltwhistle - including Hexham, Wylam, Prudhoe, 

Bellingham and Allendale. A street stall is a good way to get to meet 

other Labour party members. Staffing a street stall usually entails 

distributing leaflets to members of the public and helping them to sign 

petitions or asking them to provide their names and addresses for 

further contact. Don’t feel that you need to be an expert in labour policy 

on health, housing or whatever - just being there to listen to and talk 

with the public is enough. If you would like to help please contact 

chris@westjesmond.myzen.co.uk or telephone 01661854450 

 

 If you would like to get involved with our social media campaign 

you need to talk to Tony Pierre. People with specific skills in social 

media area are particularly welcome, but if you’d simply like to know 

more  or perhaps learn some new skills contact Tony – 

tony.pierre@rocketmail.com 

 
 If you would prefer to help out with leafleting in your area, join a team 

of canvassers or get in involved in telephone canvassing contact 

Penny Grennan - pennygrennan@hotmail.com 

 
 If you’d like to attend an informal meeting to discuss becoming an 

active member please contact Tony or Chris who can arrange a 

meeting.  

 

 

 
 
 
 
 

mailto:chris@westjesmond.myzen.co.uk
mailto:tony.pierre@rocketmail.com
mailto:pennygrennan@hotmail.com
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Endnotesi 

                                                        
i Political education – planning notes 

1. what we need to do 

2. how we do it (what form it takes – meetings, letters, web pages and how it fits 

with other activities and commitments e.g. challenging existing politicians & 

decisions; winning elections - canvassing, writing & delivering leaflets, 

supporting workers in struggle, environmental campaigners etc)                                                                       

Education?  (the term tends to imply - one way, top down imposition of 

info and knowledge rather than two way flow – is the term the right one? 

‘Educational development’ or ‘political development’ or just ‘development’ - 

see Williams quote below) 

                                                                                                                          

Branch officers and members & Hexham constituents                                                                                                                                                                                                              

                           ↓                                                                                                                           

Development of ‘ourselves’ as branch  

            and as active members of Party 

                           ↓                                                                                                                            

traditional labour education                                                                                  

knowledge of party, its structures and processes 

    e.g. talk about parish and county councils,  

      Constituency Labour Party, mayors, Parliamentary Labour Party etc  

- speakers and discussion              

or historical knowledge of class, party and north east etc 

                            ↓                                                                                                                          

Development of party as a political identity and force as it currently stands 

    Work through problems and tensions in the party 

- Leadership – elected by membership 

- PLP 

- Activist base                                                                                                              

 

Feed Labour party line to potential voters? Or encourage political 

engagement? Consider communications more widely -  canvassing, 

leafleting, village Sat stalls, public meetings, Internet communications etc  

Broader form of exploration of ideas? E.g. Food bank activity in Hexham – is 

this a good example of a more exploratory/engaging approach? Or transport 

or housing? 

Question - How do we weave education/political development into the 

branch? (Meeting agendas and activity commitments appear heavy already – 

further meetings not always welcome. Bywell constituent’s lives are full and 

busy). 
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Bywell branch political education 

 

Bywell branch is already involved in political education. The intention is to 

follow a local and low key approach - discussing locally apparent issues as 

the starting point (peppered with traditional guide to the political system and 

Labour’s place in it).  

 

This could primarily be pitched at/through community level discussion and 

development of ideas. (Does it just have to be party members?) This 

approach should build on real life experience and attempt to interest and 

enable people (especially those not used to political meetings - in particular 

the young - the mid teens  is a good group to focus on) to discuss their own, 

family and peer group’s life experiences. Socialist analysis can encourage a 

recognition of the deepening and expanding free market that much of social 

life and individual experience is based on.  

 

For example themes for discussion: Transport (the car as necessity and 

problem in rural areas, train and bus inadequacies, walking and cycling 

freedoms and problems; housing (adequacy of house building in the area? 

affordability, protection of rural environment, crisis of planning policy and local 

authority – speculators/property developers v residents? Quality of home 

and home life – number of bedrooms permitted, child care, invalidity 

allowances); local services provision – post offices, chemists, food and 

other stores, pub, café & restaurant provision, and broader problems of 

jobs, income, benefits, trade union membership and (lack of?) action, 

poverty, ill health, and education provision, the effects of cuts on personal and 

community life and much, much more.  

 

It is worth remembering that the politics of everyday life and the stakes and 

responsibilities we have in it stretch far beyond the usually safe, and for many 

comfortable places like Bywell and its surrounding villages. The news media 

are never far away. Screens showing Middle Eastern cities and villages 

bombed beyond recognition and migrants queuing for a place to live are the 

recurring media images of Spring 2016. Walls and razor wire fences are built 

in Europe as a response and proposed for the US/Mexican border. Political 

decisions are made to deal with problems like these and those closer to home 

- by people who may or may not have been elected – often behind closed 

doors, in places far removed from where the problems lie.  

 

However even in these ‘dark times’, social and personal experience ought not 

to be defined only in the negative register. The positive features of life need to 
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be recorded with enthusiasm. For instance: communal provision such as 

playing fields and post offices; NHS treatment and care when it is well funded 

and successfully organised; the people, places and experiences that make 

familiar and new experiences rewarding.  And where they are not, with the 

right organisation, there is the possibility of political change.   

 

From the outset of Jeremy Corbyn’s campaign to become leader of the 

Labour party, the emphasis has been on engaging with the wider population 

and in so doing creating a new kind of politics. As Jeremy put it in a party 

leadership speech ‘it’s about a movement, it’s about people, it’s about ideas, 

it’s about people looking for a collective way forward.’i  ‘Doing’ politics and 

finding a way forward can’t be achieved by leaving it to others, nor will it work 

by thinking and acting alone: the ‘collective way forward’ begins with 

discussion and debate – at first between ourselves and then involving the 

widest public imaginable.   

 

Possible themes for meetings and or topics to introduce in community 

stalls, doorstep discussions, leaflets, electronic communication, web site 

email, twitter/facebook etc – led and introduced by facilitator with invited 

guest(s) with specific knowledge where appropriate. But emphasis on 

discussion and debate, and where numbers allow, creating reporting, task or 

simply discussion groups.  
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 Everyday life and politics 

1. Understanding political structures:-  how the system works; how local 

democracy is organised from parish councils to County Councils and 

national governments; how the European Union is organised and how it 

works; where does democracy come in? 

2. The streets. 

3. House and home: differences; building them, living in them, how many 

bedrooms are allowed, being disabled in the home. Homelessness.  

Affording rents/mortgages/ house prices and the failure of the system.  

4. Labour and political structures in the north east. Labour presence on 

local and county councils. Who’s who? Northumberland County Council 

and forthcoming elections. Parliamentary constituencies in the north east 

and labour seats. Hexham constituency and its wards. Current European 

Union representation – effects of the referendum, future elections and 

outcomes. 

5. Traffic and transport – too much of the former and too little of the latter 

6. Labour party policy how it is made and becomes party policy. 

Manifestos. Policy presentation and passage through parliament. How 

administered. Central and local governance  

7. Services and facilities in Tyne valley from health care to post offices and 

shopping facilities, benefits office, citizen’s advice, trade unions - real 

presence and online facilities  

8. Media and local media: a persistent problem for progressive politics; local 

news outlets and feeding positive accounts and images; social media 

(importance to Corbyn’s leadership campaign - lessons to be learned), 

current media use by the party and how should planning and preparation 

be undertaken for the future elections, publicity - local party presence and 

its presence as community facilitator of action as well as standard bearer of 

progressive politics.  

9. Training – what do we need to do and how to realistically go about it? 
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Future themes and issues –  

 

County councils and councillors 

 

Members of Parliament and the House of Commons  

 

Second chamber – House of Lords? 

 

Common ownership – nationalisation, local community ownership, 

stewardship etc 

 

Moving Left – discussion paper 
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